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Abstract. In a dynamic optimization problem (DOP) the optima can change either in a sequential or in a
recurrent manner. In sequential DOPs, the optima change gradually over time while in recurrent DOPs, previous
optima reappear over time. The common strategy to tackle recurrent DOPs is to employ an archive of solutions
along with information allowing to associate them with their respective problem instances. In this paper, a memorybased Dynamic Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) approach which relies on a dual-purpose memory for fast
optimization of streams of recurrent problems is proposed. The dual-purpose memory is based on a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) of candidate solutions estimated in the optimization space which provides a compact
representation of previously-found PSO solutions. This GMM is estimated over time during the optimization
phase. Such memory operates in two modes: generative and regression. When operating in generative mode, the
memory produces solutions that in many cases allow avoiding costly re-optimizations over time. When operating
in regression mode, the memory replaces costly fitness evaluations with Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR).
For proof of concept simulation, the proposed hybrid GMM-DPSO technique is employed to optimize embedding
parameters of a bi-tonal watermarking system on a heterogeneous database of document images. Results indicate
that the computational burden of this watermarking problem is reduced by up to 90.4% with negligible impact
on accuracy. Results involving the use of the memory of GMMs in regression mode as a mean of replacing fitness
evaluations (surrogate-based optimization) indicate that such learned memory also provides means of decreasing
computational burden in situations where re-optimization cannot be avoided.
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Introduction
Evolutionary computing (EC) allows tackling optimization problems where the derivatives are unknown (black box

optimization) by evolving populations of candidate solutions through a certain number of generations, driven by one or
more fitness functions. Because of its black box nature, EC has been successfully employed in many different practical
applications. The drawback is that most of the techniques available in the literature assume that the optima location
does not change (static optimization) while most practical applications have a dynamic nature.
Problems where the optima change with time are known in the literature as dynamic optimization problems (DOPs).
In a DOP, a change can be either of type I (optimum location changes with time), type II (optimum fitness changes
with time but location remains fixed) or type III (both, the location and fitness change with time) [1] and be followed
or not by a period of stasis [2]. A change in such context is subject to temporal severity and/or spatial severity. Some
applications involve tracking one or more peaks moving in a sequential manner through the environment. In such
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scenario, changes can be of any of the three types above but the temporal severity is usually high as change occurs in
short intervals of time. Spatial severity is usually low as peaks move in a smooth fashion, therefore stasis is small or
inexistent.
In DOPs involving low spatial severity (e.g.: moving a robot through a 3D space), the optima usually moves within a
region in the fitness landscape already surrounded by one or more candidate solutions. In such case, the most important
issues to be addressed are diversity loss (in static optimization, the population tends to collapse towards a narrow
region of the fitness landscape, making adaptation difficult) and outdated memory (past knowledge is very useful in
EC, but it might be useless when a change occurs). Diversity loss can be mitigated by three different approaches –
introducing diversity after a change occurs, maintaining diversity throughout the run or using multi-population – while
outdated memory can be tackled by either erasing memory or re-evaluating memory and setting it to either previous
or current value (whichever is better) [3]. Another important issue for such type of DOP is detecting when a change
occurs. The most common approach is to track the fitness value of one or more sentry particles [4, 5]. An alternative
is to compute a running average of the fitness function for the best individuals over a certain number of iterations [6].
In recurrent problems [7–9], the spatial severity is high as the optima re-appears abruptly in a previous location
but the temporal severity is low. Such type of DOP is usually linked to applications involving optimizing system
parameters for streams of data like machine learning [10], digital watermarking [11] and video surveillance [12–14].
It has been demonstrated in the literature that the use of a memory of previously seen solutions can decrease the
computational cost of optimization in such recurring environments [8].
One of the main strategies to decrease the computational cost of optimization in such scenario is through the use
of a memory of ready-to-use solutions, as demonstrated in [11]. The motivation for the use of ready-to-use solutions is
that the optimization of streamed data (which corresponds to optimizing a stream of problem instances) can be seen
as a special case of a type III change where the spatial severity is minimal (or inexistent) in the parameter space and
small in the fitness space. Time severity is inexistent as the exact moment a new problem instance arrives is known
beforehand. Put differently, stasis can have an indefinite length. Such case of type III change can be considered as a
pseudo-type II change. Optimal solutions are interchangeable across problem instances involving pseudo-type II change.
Due to its fast convergence, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is preferred in such time-constrained applications.
A novel memory-based Dynamic PSO (DPSO) technique has been proposed for fast optimization of recurring
dynamic problems, where a two-level memory of selected solutions and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) of their
corresponding environments is incrementally built [15]. For each new problem instance, solutions are sampled from this
memory and re-evaluated. A statistical test compares the distribution of both fitness values and the best re-evaluated
solution is employed directly if both distributions are considered similar. Otherwise, L-best PSO [10] is employed in
order to optimize parameters. Vellasques et al [16] present a more detailed description of that technique, including a
comprehensive experimental validation in many different scenarios involving homogeneous and heterogeneous problem
streams. In the present paper, a study on the use of surrogates as a tool to decrease the computational cost of the
L-best PSO is presented. The main research problem addressed in the given work is how to employ a model of the
stream of optimization problems in order to at the same time (1) generate ready-to-use solutions which allow avoiding
re-optimization and (2) replace costly fitness evaluations with regression when re-optimization cannot be avoided. The
research hypothesis is that density estimates of historical solutions found during the optimization phase allow tackling
(1) and (2) at the same time.
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The application which motivates this research is the optimization of embedding parameters for digital watermarking systems in scenarios involving streams of document images. Digital watermarking allows enforcing authenticity
and integrity of such type of image which is a major security concern for many different industries including financial,
healthcare and legal. Since the protection provided by digital watermarks is minimally intrusive, it can be easily integrated into legacy document management systems (allowing an extra layer of security with minimum implementation
costs).
The research presented in this paper is a continuation of the research presented in [15]. The main distinction, is
that in the approach presented in this paper, the GMM memory of solutions serves two main purposes – (1) generating
ready-to-use solutions and (2) replacing fitness evaluation with regression. Therefore, the main contribution of this
paper is that here it is demonstrated that a previously learned memory of GMMs not only provides means of avoiding
costly re-optimization operations but also makes possible a further decrease in computational burden in situations
where re-optimization cannot be avoided. The surrogate strategy employed in these experimental simulations is based
on the strategy proposed by Parno et al [17] with the difference that in the proposed strategy, no surrogate update takes
place since it is assumed that a memory of GMMs learned over a training sequence of optimization problems should
provide enough knowledge about future similar problems, which would make possible replacing fitness evaluations
with regression. Thus, surrogate-based optimization is formulated as an unsupervised learning problem. There are two
reasons for using a surrogate in the envisioned application. The first reason is that re-optimization cannot be completely
avoided and when it is made necessary, its computational cost is much higher than that of recall. Therefore, there
is a considerable amount of computational cost savings to be made for such operation. The second reason is that
although a surrogate can lead to such computational cost savings, it also requires costly fitness evaluations. However,
in a scenario involving recurring problems, even when re-optimization cannot be avoided, previously learned GMMs
can offer a good approximation of the new problem, avoiding part of the costs involved in training surrogates.
A review of DPSO is provided in Section 2. The proposed hybrid GMM-DPSO technique for fast dynamic optimization of long streams of problems is proposed in Section 3. Proof of concept simulation results and discussions are
shown in Section 4.

2

Dynamic PSO (DPSO)
PSO [18] is an optimization heuristics based on the concept of swarm intelligence. In its canonical form, a population

(swarm) of candidate solutions (particles) is evolved through a certain number of generations. As its physics equivalent,
each particle i in PSO has a position (xi ) in a multidimensional search space and a velocity (vi ). The velocity of the
ith particle is adjusted at each generation according to the best location visited by that particle (pi ) and the best
location visited by all neighbors of particle i (pg ):
vi = χ × (vi + c1 × r1 × (pi − xi ) + c2 × r2 × (pg − xi ))

(1)

where χ is a constriction factor, chosen to ensure convergence [19], c1 and c2 are respectively the cognitive and social
acceleration constants (they determine the magnitude of the random forces in the direction of pi and pg [20]), r1 and
r2 are two different random numbers in the interval [0, 1]. PSO parameters c1 and c2 are set to 2.05 while χ is set to
0.7298 as it has been demonstrated theoretically that these values guarantee convergence [20]. The neighborhood of a
particle can be restricted to a limited number of particles (L-Best topology) or the whole swarm (G-Best topology).
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After that, the velocity is employed in order to update the position of that same particle:
xi = xi + vi

(2)

Canonical PSO is tailored for the optimization of static problems. However, numerous real world problems have a
dynamic nature. A DOP is either defined as a sequence of static problems linked up by some dynamic rules or as a
problem that has time-dependent parameters in its mathematical formulation [21].
The three main issues that affect the performance of EC algorithms in DOPs are (1) outdated memory, (2) lack of
change detection mechanism and (3) diversity loss [22, 4]. It is important to mention that for PSO, outdated memory
can be easily tackled by re-evaluating the fitness function for the new problem instance [3, 5].
Change detection mechanisms either assume that changes in the environment are made known to the optimization
algorithm or that they need to be detected [21]. In the proposed formulation of a DOP, each problem instance in the
stream of optimization problems is static and the moment a transition between any two instances occurs is known.
However, the similarity between a new and previously seen instances is unknown and the objective of change detection
in this concept is to measure the similarity between new and previously seen problem instances. The most common
change detection strategy is based on the use of fixed sentry particles, re-evaluated at each generation [4]. Another
strategy relies on measuring algorithmic behavior with the use of a statistical test [21].
Tackling diversity loss requires more elaborate techniques, which can be categorized as [23]: increasing diversity
after a change, maintaining diversity throughout the run, memory-based schemes and multi-population approach. The
choice of diversity enhancement strategy is tied to properties of the dynamic optimization problem. Problems involving
a single optimum drifting in the fitness landscape can be tackled by either increasing diversity after a change (e.g.
re-initializing part of the swarm, a technique known as random immigrants [6]) or by maintaining diversity throughout
the run. Problems involving multiple peaks drifting in the fitness landscape with the optimal position shifting between
these peaks can be tackled with the use of multi-population and is for example, the assumption of the technique
proposed by Parno et al [24].
Problems involving one or more states re-appearing over time are better tackled through the use of memory-based
schemes [8]. The main reason is that in such type of DOP, the transition between one or more problem instances is not
smooth as assumed in [24] and the three strategies described above are of no use when the optimum moves away from
the area surveyed by the swarm. In such case, as stated by Nguyen et al [21], the optima may return to the regions
near their previous locations, thus it might be useful to re-use previously found solutions to save computational time
and to bias the search process. As observed by Yang and Yao [8], the main strategy to tackle such type of DOP is
to preserve relevant solutions in a memory either by an implicit or an explicit memory mechanism and then, recall
such solutions for similar future problems. In an implicit memory mechanism, redundant genotype representation (i.e.
diploidy-based GA) is employed in order to preserve knowledge about the environment for future similar problems.
In an explicit mechanism, precise representation of solutions is employed but an extra storage space is necessary to
preserve these solutions for future similar problems. The three major concerns in memory-based optimization systems
are: (1) what to store in the memory?; (2) how to organize and update the memory?; (3) how to retrieve solutions
from the memory?
In this paper we propose a technique which is based on storing Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) of solutions in
the optimization space along with their respective global best solutions. The main motivation for relying on GMM
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representation of the fitness landscape is that as stated by Nguyen et al [21], the general assumption of a DOP is that
the problem after a change is somehow related to the problem before a change, and thus an optimization algorithm
needs to learn from its previous search experience as much as possible. The use of probabilistic models in EC is not
new. Such approach, known as Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDA) [25] is an active research topic. The main
advantage of EDA is that such probabilistic models are more effective in preserving historical data than a few isolated
high evaluating solutions.

3

Proposed approach
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed memory-based method. In the proposed approach, the basic memory unit is a

probe and it contains a density estimate of solutions plus the global best solution, obtained after the optimization
of a given problem instance. The first memory level is the Short Term Memory (STM) which contains a single probe,
obtained during the optimization of a single problem instance and provides fast recall for situations where a block of
similar problem instances appear sequentially (e.g. a sequence of practically identical frames in a video sequence, except
for noise). The second memory level is the Long Term Memory (LTM) which contains multiple probes obtained in the
optimization of different problem instances and allows recalling solutions for problems reappearing in an unpredictable
manner.
Given a stream of optimization problems, an attempt to recall the STM is performed first. During a recall, solutions
are re-sampled from the density estimate and re-evaluated (along with the global best solution) in the new problem
instance. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical test is employed in order to measure the difference between the sampled
and re-evaluated sets of fitness values. If they are similar, this means that the given problem instance is a recurring one
and therefore, the best re-evaluated solution is employed right away, avoiding a costly re-optimization operation. If the
distributions are not similar, the same process (sampling/re-evaluation/statistical test) is repeated for each probe in
the LTM until either a similarity between both distributions of fitness values is found or all probes have been tested.
In such case, the solutions sampled from the STM probe are used as a starting point for a new round of optimization.
Optimization relies on a surrogated-based PSO algorithm. Such approach relies on the use of two populations – one
based on exact fitness evaluations and another one which replaces exact fitness evaluations with a regression model.
Both populations tackle optimization with the use of the L-best PSO (Section 2). The change detection module was
adapted to the memory recall mechanism employed in the proposed approach. Although each problem instance is
static, this PSO variant allows tackling multi-modal optimization problems and the motivation behind the proposed
technique is tackling dynamic optimization of recurring problems in practical applications (which might imply in
multi-modal landscapes). After that, a mixture model of the fitness landscape is estimated using the GMM approach
of Figueiredo and Jain[26]. The position and fitness data of all intermediary solutions, found in all generations are
employed for this purpose. The reason for using all intermediary solutions and not selected solutions (e.g. best particle
positions) is that these solutions allow a more general model of the fitness landscape. That is, local best data usually
results in density estimates that are over-fit to a specific problem.
This mixture model along with the global best solution will form a probe, to be stored in the STM (replacing the
previous probe) and updated into the LTM. The LTM update consists of either a merge between the new probe and
a probe in the memory (if they are similar) or an insert (if either the LTM is empty or no similar probe has been
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found). In such case, if the memory limit has been reached, an older probe is deleted (we propose deleting the probe
which resulted in the smallest number of successful recalls up to that instant).

Fig. 1: Hybrid GMM/DPSO framework.

Thus, the proposed approach relies on the use of an associative memory [8]. In an associative memory approach,
selected solutions are stored in a separate archive along with a density estimate that allows associating these solutions
with recurring environments. However, an important distinction has to be made here. In the associative memory
approaches found in the literature, the density estimates are trained using only position data while in the proposed
approach, the density is trained using fitness and position data. The main motivation is that in the proposed approach, a
density provides not only means of associating solutions with recurring problems, but it is also an important part of the
change detection mechanism (sampled fitness values are compared with re-evaluated fitness values in order to measure
the similarity between the new and previously seen problems). Therefore, instead of providing a hint of locations where
good solutions are likely to be found, a memory element in the proposed approach provides a topographic map of one
or more optimization problems while the change detection mechanism provides means of probing the new optimization
problem in order to compare how similar both landscapes are. This GMM representation of the fitness landscape is
also employed as a regression model for surrogate-based optimization.

3.1

Gaussian mixture modeling of fitness landscapes

The main reason for building and storing a model of all solutions found during the optimization of a problem instance
rather than storing selected solutions is that the former allows a more compact and precise representation of the fitness
landscape than individual solutions. As explained before, the GMM approach of Figueiredo and Jain [26] is employed
for this purpose since it is a powerful tool for modeling multi-modal data (which makes the proposed technique robust
for multi-modal optimization as well). Different than other clustering techniques such as k-means, GMM allows to
model overlap among data densities, and provides more accurate (complex) modeling of data distributions. A mixture
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model is a linear combination of a finite number of models

p(x|Θ) =

K
X

αk p(x|θj )

(3)

k=1

where p(x|Θ) is the probability density function (pdf) of a continuous random vector x given a mixture model Θ, K
is the number of mixtures, αj and θj are the mixing weights and parameters of the j th model (with 0 < αj ≤ 1 and
PK
j=1 αj = 1). The mixture model parameters Θ = {(α1 , θ1 ), ..., (αK , θK )} are estimated using the particle position
(x) and fitness (f (x)) of all particles through all generations.

In the GMM approach employed in this framework, the mixture is initialized with a large number of components,
where each component is centered at a randomly picked data point. Training is based on the use of Expectation
Maximization (EM) where the E-step and M-step are applied iteratively. In the E-step, the posterior probability given
the data is computed:
αj p(xi |θj )
(t)
wi,j = PK
k=1 αk p(xi |θk )

(4)

Then, in the M-step, the model parameters are updated. Authors propose a slightly modified variant of mixing
weights update, which discounts the number of parameters in each Gaussian (N ):
d(d + 1)
2 P
n
max{0, ( i=1 wi,j ) − N/2}
= PK
Pn
k=1 max{0, (
i=1 wi,k ) − N/2}

N =d+
(t+1)

αj

(5)
(6)

where d is the number of dimensions of x and n is the number of data points. The remaining parameters are updated
as:
(t+1)
µj

(t+1)
Σj

(t)

Pn
=

i=1

(7)

wi,j
Pn

=

wi,j xi

i=1

(t)

(t+1)

(t+1) T

wi,j (xi − µj
)(xi − µj
wi,j

)

(8)

However, during learning as the model is updated (1) components lacking enough data points to estimate their
covariance matrices have their corresponding mixing weights set to zero (component annihilation) and (2) the number
of components is gradually decreased until a lower boundary is achieved and then, the number that resulted in the
best performance is chosen.

The use of density models in EC is not new. However, such strategy of using both phenotypic and genotypic data
to estimate the models is novel. Another major difference between the proposed use of probabilistic models and those
seen in the EDA literature is that in the proposed approach, all solutions found in the course of an optimization task
are employed in order to estimate the model of the fitness landscape. In the EDA literature instead, selected (best fit)
solutions at each generation are employed in model estimation, as a selection strategy. In the proposed approach, a
density estimate is employed as a mean of matching new problems with previously seen problems.
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3.2

Memory update

The memory is due to be updated after the mixture model has been created. As mentioned before, the basic memory
element in the proposed approach is a probe. Updating the STM is trivial, it requires basically deleting the current
probe and inserting the new probe since the STM should provide means of recalling the last case of optimization, for
situations involving a block of similar optimization problems appearing in sequence.
The LTM instead, must provide a general model of the stream of optimization problems. Since all LTM probes
must be recalled before optimization is triggered, the size of the LTM must be kept to a minimum in order to avoid
a situation where the cost of an unsuccessful recall is greater than the cost of full optimization. For this reason, we
propose an adaptive update mechanism. In the proposed mechanism, when the LTM is due to be updated, the C2
distance metric [27] (which provides a good balance between computational burden and precision) is employed in order
to measure the similarity between the GMM of the new probe and that of each of the probes in the LTM. The C2
distance between two mixtures Θ and Θ0 is defined as:
φi,j = (Σi−1 + Σj0−1 )−1

(9)

νi,j = µTi Σi−1 (µi − µ0j ) + µTj Σj0−1 (µ0j − µ0i )
q


P
2 i,j αi αj0 |φi,j |/(eνi,j |Σi ||Σj0 |)

q
C2(Θ, Θ0 ) = −log  P
p
P
0 α0
νi,j |Σ ||Σ ) +
νi,j |Σ 0 ||Σ 0 |)
α
α
|φ
|/(e
|φ
|/(e
α
i,j
i
j
i,j
i
j
i,j i j
i,j i j

(10)
(11)

The new probe is merged with the most similar probe in LTM if this distance is smaller than a given threshold.
Otherwise, the new probe is inserted (the probe with smallest number of successful recalls is deleted if the LTM size
limit has been reached). The insert threshold is computed based on the mean minimum distance between new probes
and probes on the LTM for the last T LTM updates (µtδ ). That is, an insert will only occur if C2 − µtδ is greater than
the standard deviation for the same time-frame (σδt ).
The Hennig technique, which is based on the use of Bhattacharyya distance and does not require the use of historical
data, is employed in order to merge two GMMs [28]. The Bhattacharyya distance is defined as:
Σ̄ =

1
(Σ1 + Σ2 )
2

dB (Θ1 , Θ2 ) = (µ1 − µ2 )T Σ̄ −1 (µ1 − µ2 )
!
| 12 (Σ1 + Σ2 )|
1
p
+ log
2
|Σ1 ||Σ2 |

(12)

(13)

where µi is a mean vector and Σi is a covariance matrix.
In Hennig’s approach, given a tuning constant d∗ < 1, the two components with maximum Bhattacharyya distance
are merged iteratively as long as e−dB < d∗ for at least one component. We propose a slight modification, which is
to merge the two components with minimum distance instead, in order to get a more incremental variation in the
mixture components.
If the number of mixture components after the merge operation is still greater than a limit, un-merged components
from the older mixture are deleted (the old un-merged component with the highest Bhattacharyya distance from all
other components is delete iteratively until the limit has been achieved).
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Algorithm 1 summarizes the memory update mechanism. After the end of a round of re-optimization, a new mixture
(ΘN ) is estimated based on position and fitness values of all particles from all generations during the optimization
process (step 1). The estimated mixture plus the global best solution will form a probe to be added to the STM (any
previous STM probe is deleted, step 2). Then, if the length of the vector containing the last n minimum C2 distances
between new probes and probes in the LTM (δ) is smaller than T (step 3), its mean and standard deviation (µtδ and
σδt ) are initialized based on pre-defined values (µ0δ and σδ0 , steps 4 and 5). Otherwise, µtδ and σδt are computed based
on δ (steps 7 and 8). After that, the minimum C2 distance between new probe and probes in the LTM is added to
δ (steps 10 and 11). The new probe is inserted into the memory if the difference between the minimum C2 distance
and µtδ is greater than the standard deviation (σδt , steps 12 to 16). It is important to notice that before the insert, the
LTM probe with the smallest number of recalls is deleted if the memory limit has been reached. Otherwise the new
probe is merged with the most similar probe in the LTM (steps 18 and 19). If the limit of vector δ has been reached,
its first element is deleted (steps 21 to 23).

Algorithm 1 Memory update mechanism.
Inputs:
kmax – maximum number of components with αj > 0.
MS – Short Term Memory.
M = {M1 , ..., M|M| } – Long Term Memory.
D – optimization history (set of all particle positions and fitness values for new problem instance).
LM – maximum number of probes in LTM.
δ – last T minimum C2 distances between a new probe and probes in the LTM.
|δ| – number of elements in δ.
T – maximum size of δ.
µ0δ , σδ0 – initial mean and standard deviation of δ.
Output:
Updated memory.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Estimate ΘN using D [26].
Add ΘN and pg to MS .
if |δ| < T then
µtδ ← µ0δ
σδt ← σδ0
else
P|δ|
1
µtδ ← |δ|
δi
q Pni=1
t 2
i=1 (δi −µδ )
σδt ←
|δ|
end if
i∗ ← argmini {C2(ΘN , Θi )}, ∀Θi ∈ M
δ ← δ ∪ C2(ΘN , Θi∗ )
if C2(ΘN , Θi∗ ) − µtδ > σδt then
if |M| = LM then
Remove LTM probe with smallest number of successful recalls.
end if
Add ΘN and pg to M
else
M erge(Θi∗ , ΘN ) (section 3.2)
Purge merged mixture in case number of elements exceed kmax .
end if
if |δ| > T then
Remove δ1 .
end if
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3.3

Memory recall
Basically, the recall mechanism is the same for both levels of memory. The only difference is that the LTM contains

more probes than the STM and for this reason, this process might be repeated for many LTM probes until either
all probes have been tested of a successful recall has occurred. For a given probe, Ns solutions are sampled from its
mixture model:
Xs = µj + Σj Rs

(14)

where Xs is a sampled solution, s is the index of a solution sampled for the component j in the mixture (b(Ns αj )+0.5c
solutions are sampled per component) and Rs is a vector with the same length as µj whose elements are sampled
from a normal distribution N (0, I), being I the identity matrix.
It is important to observe that both, position and fitness values are sampled simultaneously. Then, the sampled
solutions (along with the corresponding global best) are reevaluated for the new problem instance. A KolmogorovSmirnov statistical test is employed in order to compare the sampled and re-evaluated fitness values. If they are below
a critical value for a given confidence level, the recall is considered to be successful and the best recalled solution is
employed right away, avoiding a costly re-optimization. If no probe (neither in the STM nor in the LTM) results in a
successful recall, a part of STM re-sampled solutions is injected into the swarm and optimization is triggered for that
problem instance.

3.4

Surrogated-based particle swarm optimization
Since the proposed method relies on several GMMs learned with the use of a training sequence, a promising

strategy to further decrease the computational cost associated in such recurring optimization problems is to employ
the GMMs in regression mode whenever re-optimization is triggered. Such approach is known in the literature as
surrogate-based optimization [29]. In surrogate-based optimization, the fitness landscape is sampled with the use of a
sampling plan (design of experiments). Then, during optimization a portion of the exact fitness evaluations is replaced
with approximate fitness values obtained through regression and the surrogate is updated with newly sampled points
as necessary.
The surrogate-based strategy described in [17] is employed in the proposed framework. This surrogate-based approach employs two populations (XA and XB ) in parallel, one based on surrogate fitness evaluations and another one
based on exact fitness evaluations. During initialization, solutions sampled from the GMM memory are injected into
XB . Optimization is first performed in XA . Then, the best solution found in the surrogate fitness optimization (pg,s2 )
is re-evaluated in the exact fitness. If it improves the neighborhood best of population XB , that neighborhood best is
replaced with pg,s2 . After that, an iteration of optimization is performed using population XB on the exact fitness.
This process is repeated until a stop criterion has been reached.
However, differently than the approach proposed in [17], no surrogate update is employed. The motivation is that
a memory of previously learned GMMs already provides a valuable knowledge about new optimization problems.
In terms of regression, the proposed strategy relies on the Gaussian Mixture Regression (GMR) approach described
in [30]. The advantage of Sung’s approach is that it requires no modification to the proposed GMM learning. Moreover,
it provides a distribution of the predicted value with fˆ(x) as the mean and ε2 (x) as the covariance matrix.
Here ε2 (x) can be seen as the amount of uncertainty about the predicted value. Since it is important to allow for
exploration, this quantity will be discounted from the predicted value which should direct search towards unexplored
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regions of the fitness landscape (higher uncertainty). More formally, costly calls to the exact fitness f (x) are partially
replaced by a predicted fitness fP (x, Θ) using the strategy proposed by Torczon and Trosset [31]:
fP (x, Θ) = fˆ(x, Θ) − ρc ε(x, Θ)

(15)

where fˆ(x, Θ) is an approximation to f (x) based on model Θ, ρc is a constant that dictates how much emphasis will
be put in exploring unknown regions of the model and ε(x) is the prediction error.

4
4.1

Experimental results
Application
The proposed fast optimization technique will be validated in the optimization of embedding parameters for a

bi-tonal watermarking system [11]. This is an interesting problem because a given watermark needs to be robust
against attacks but at the same time result in minimum visual interference in the host image and this trade-off can
be manipulated by carefully adjusting heuristic parameters in the watermark embedder. Generally speaking, in this
watermarking system, a cover bi-tonal image is partitioned into several blocks, the flippability score of each pixel is
computed using a moving window, the pixels are shuffled according to shuffling seed and each bit of the given bit
stream is embedded into each block of the cover image through manipulation of the quantized number of black pixels.
The quantization step size (Q) determines the robustness of the watermark and since this watermarking technique
allows the embedding of multiple watermarks (with different levels of robustness), we will embed two watermarks a
fragile one (which can be employed to enforce image integrity) with a fixed value for its quantization step size of
(QF = 2) and robust one (which can be employed to enforce image authenticity) with an adjustable quantization step
size QR = QF + ∆Q where ∆Q is a parameter to be optimized. More details can be found in [11]. Four parameters
need to be optimized: the partition block size which is an integer between 1 and the maximum attainable size for the
given image as seen in [32]; the size of the window used in the flippability analysis, which can be either 3 × 3, 5 × 5,
7 × 7 or 9 × 9; the difference between the quantization step size for the robust and fragile watermarks (∆Q ), which
is an even number between 2 and 150; and the index of the shuffling key (we proposed using a pool of 16 possible
shuffling keys, thus this index is an integer between 1 and 16).
The fitness function is a combination of the Bit Correct Ratio (BCR) between the embedded and detected watermarks (both, robust and fragile), and Distance Reciprocal Distortion Measure (DRDM) [33], which measures the
quality of the watermarked image (more details can be found in [11]). The three fitness values are aggregated using
Chebyshev approach [34]:
F (x) = maxi=1,..,3 {(1 − ω1 )(αs DRDM − r1 ),
(1 − ω2 )(1 − BCRR − r2 ),
(1 − ω3 )(1 − BCRF − r3 )}

(16)

where αs is the scaling factor of the quality measurement DRDM , BCRR is the robustness measurement of the robust
watermark, BCRF is the robustness measurement of the fragile watermark, ωi is the weight of the ith objective with
ωi = 31 , ∀i , ri is the reference point of objective i.
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Each image correponds to an optimization problem. In situations involving streams of images with similar structure
(like document images) it is very likely that some of the images in the stream will have similar embdedding capacity.
In such case, a stream of document images can be seen as a stream of recurrent optimization problems.

4.2

Validation protocol
The BancTec logo (Figure 2a), which has 26 × 36 pixels will be employed as robust watermark and the Université

du Québec logo (Figure 2b), which has 36 × 26 pixels will be employed as fragile watermark.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Bi-tonal logos used as watermarks. (a) 26 × 36 BancTec logo. (b) 36 × 26 Université du Québec logo.

Oulu University’s MediaTeam [35] (OULU-1999) database is employed as image stream. This database was scanned
at 300 dpi with 24-bit color encoding. Since the baseline watermarking system is bi-tonal, the OULU-1999 database
was binarized using the same protocol as in [11]. As some of its images lack the capacity necessary to embed the
watermarks described above, a reject rule was applied: all images containing less than 1872 pixels with SNDM greater
than zero were discarded. This rule resulted in the elimination of 15 of the original 512 images. The database was
split in two subsets: a smaller one for development purposes, containing 100 images and a larger one, for validation
purposes, containing 397 images. Images were assigned to these sets randomly. Table 1 shows the structure of both
subsets.

Table 1: OULU-1999 database structure.
TRAIN TEST
#
#
Addresslist
0
6
Advertisement
5
19
Article
51
180
Businesscards
1
10
Check
0
3
Color Segmentation
1
7
Correspondence
6
18
Dictionary
1
9
Form
9
14
Line Drawing
0
10
Manual
6
29
13
Math
4
Music
0
4
Newsletter
4
37
Outline
4
13
Phonebook
4
3
Program Listing
2
10
Street Map
0
5
Terrainmap
2
7
Total:
100
397
Category
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As can be seen in Figure 3, the images in this database are considerably heterogeneous.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: Images from OULU-1999-TRAIN. (a) Image 1. (b) Image 2. (c) Image 5. (d) Image 6.

The number of previous updates T employed to compute the adaptive threshold will be set to 10. The initial mean
and standard deviation of the minimum distance were set to 361.7 and 172.3 respectively. These values were obtained
by running the proposed technique in a “fill-up” mode (forcing re-optimization and LTM insert for every image in the
OULU-1999-TRAIN subset). The resulting minimum C2 distances of these inserts were employed in order to compute
these initial values.
The metrics employed in order to assess the computational performance are the average number of fitness evaluations per image (AF P I), the total number of fitness evaluations required to optimize the whole image stream (FEvals )
and the decrease in the number of fitness evaluations (DF E), computed as:
DF E = 1 −

FEvals,M
FEvals,F

(17)

where FEvals,M is the cumulative number of fitness evaluations for the memory based approach and FEvals,F is the
cumulative number of fitness evaluations for full optimization. Full optimization means applying the PSO agorithm
described in Section 2 without resorting to neither memory recall nor to surrogates.
The reference points for the Chebyshev Weighted Aggregation were obtained through sensitivity analysis of the
OULU-1999-TRAIN subset and were set to r1 = r2 = r3 = 0.01. The scaling factor of the DRDM (αr ) was also
obtained through sensitivity analysis using the training subset and was to 0.53.
During recall, 19 solutions are re-sampled from each probe, which are re-evaluated along with the global best
solution, resulting in 20 sentry particles. The confidence level (α) of the KS statistic was set to the same value
employed in [11], which is 0.95 and corresponds to a critical value (Dα ) of 0.43. The LTM size is limited to 20 probes.
The PSO parameters employed on full optimization are the same defined in [11] (20 particles, neighborhood size of 3,
optimization stops if the global best has not improved for 20 generations). Cropping of 1% of the image surface was
employed during the optimization since such attack can effectively remove a non-optimized watermark. The proposed
approach is compared with a previous approach (case-based), which relies on a memory of selected solutions [11] to
demonstrate the main advantages of employing a memory of mixture models. In the case-based approach, the STM
and LTM contain the local bests of each particle, obtained at the end of the optimization process.
In the simulations involving surrogates, re-optimization is forced for each image, as a mean of generating enough data
to validate the contribution of surrogates in decreasing the computational cost of re-optimization. Recall is performed
only as a mean of assigning the best model for each new problem (the one with smallest KS is chosen as the most
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appropriate). Therefore, the comparison to be made is between the surrogate-based approach and full optimization
since the main objective here is to decrease the cost of full optimization in situations where re-optimization cannot
be avoided. After each transition, 70% of the swarm is randomized and the remaining 30% solutions are replaced
with solutions sampled from the STM. The memory is created by applying the GMM-based approach to the training
stream, with full optimization activated (when re-optimization is triggered) and with the merge operator de-activated.
However, since the underlying assumption of the proposed strategy is that previously learned surrogates provide
valuable knowledge about new problems, it is important to define a matching strategy between previously learned
surrogates and new problems. The strategy proposed here is to simply choose the GMM that results in the smallest
KS value during recall.
The simulations are conducted in the heterogeneous OULU database described before. In order to understand the
behavior of surrogates in more stable scenarios, simulations are also conducted using the homogeneous database of
scientific documents from Computer Vision and Image Understanding (CVIU) journal. The training database (TITI61) contains 61 pages from issues 113(1) and 113(2), split in two categories – 30 pages of text and 31 pages of images
– while the test database (CVIU-113-3-4) contains 342 pages of 29 complete papers from CVIU 113(3) and 113(4).
More details about both databases can be found in [11].

4.3

Simulation results

Avoidance of re-optimization In the first set of experiments, the surrogates are de-activated and the proposed
recall mechanism works as described in Section 3. For each image, as soon as a case of KS value between the resampled and re-evaluated smaller than the critical value is found, the best recalled solution is employed directly and
re-optimization is avoided. Otherwise, if no such case is found, full optimization takes place. The GMM-based approach
resulted in a significant decrease in computational burden when compared to full optimization and even compared to
the case-based approach (Table 2). Despite the decrease in computational burden, the watermarking performance of
the GMM-based approach is practically the same of the other two approaches (Table 3).

Table 2: Computational cost of the proposed technique compared to case-based approach and full optimization. AF P I
is the average number of fitness evaluations per image where the mean µ and standard deviation σ are presented as
µ(σ). FEvals is the cumulative number of fitness evaluations required to optimize the whole stream and DF E is the
decrease in the number of fitness evaluations compared to full optimization.
Subset

Full PSO
Case-based
GMM-based
AF P I FEvals AF P I FEvals DF E AF P I FEvals DF E
TRAIN 887(340) 88740 351(455) 35100 60.5% 274(447) 27420 69.1%
TEST 860(310) 341520 177(351) 70300 79.4% 83(213) 32920 90.4%

Table 3: Watermarking performance of the proposed technique compared to case-based approach and full optimization.
Here, † is the DRDM , ‡ is the BCR robust, § is the BCR fragile. For all values, the mean µ and standard deviation
σ per image are presented in the following form: µ(σ). DRDM is presented with two decimal points and BCR is
presented in percentage (%) with one decimal point.
Variant

Subset
TRAIN
TEST
TRAIN
Case-based
TEST
TRAIN
GMM-based
TEST
Full PSO

†
0.03(0.03)
0.03(0.04)
0.03(0.03)
0.03(0.03)
0.03(0.03)
0.03(0.03)

‡
98.4(2.1)
98.4(2.2)
97.9(2.6)
97.2(3.6)
97.5(2.8)
96.7(4.0)

§
99.7(0.6)
99.6(0.6)
99.6(1)
99(1.6)
99.4(1.0)
99.1(1.5)
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These results demonstrate that the memory of mixture models can cope better with the variations in the stream
of optimization problems. Since the case-based probes are more tuned to the problems that generated them, they are
more sensitive to small variations in a given recurring landscape caused by noise. A clear sign of this is that the smaller
number of fitness evaluations was obtained even though for two of the watermarking performance metrics there was even
an improvement when compared to the case-based approach. Moreover, for both cases, the watermarking performance
is similar to that of full optimization, which illustrates the applicability of the proposed technique. However it is
important to notice that the basic assumption is that the application can be formulated as the problem of optimizing
a stream of optimization problems with some of the problems re-appearing over time, subject to noise.

Surrogate-based optimization performance Table 4 shows the computational cost and watermarking performance of the simulations involving surrogates. It is possible to observe that in both cases (heterogeneous and homogeneous image streams), the use of a surrogate allowed a slight decrease in computational burden with a watermarking
performance identical to that of full optimization.

Table 4: Computational cost and watermarking performance of the surrogate-based strategy. AF P I is the average
number of fitness evaluations per image where the mean µ and standard deviation σ are presented as µ(σ). FEvals is
the cumulative number of fitness evaluations required to optimize the whole stream and DF E is the decrease in the
number of fitness evaluations compared to full optimization. † is the DRDM , ‡ is the BCR robust, § is the BCR
fragile.
Subset
AF P I FEvals DF E
†
‡
§
OULU-1999-TEST 831(334) 330021 3.4% 0.03(0.03) 98.4(2.2) 99.6(0.7)
CVIU-113-3-4 787(322) 269168 12.3% 0.02(0.04) 98.8(2.2) 99.5(0.4)

The computational cost performance for the homogeneous stream is slightly better than that of the heterogeneous
stream with a decrease of 12.3% in the number of fitness evaluations when compared to full optimization. The reason
is that the memory learned with the use of a training sequence represents better the images found in the test database
for that specific stream.
These results depict the main advantage of using a surrogate. Although the gains are not substantial as in the
case where re-optimization is avoided, they are more robust in terms of watermarking performance and are a better
alternative compared to performing full optimization.

4.4

Discussion
The proposed technique was assessed in a proof of concept intelligent watermarking problem. These simulation

results demonstrate that the proposed technique allows decreasing computational burden of dynamic optimization with
little impact on precision for applications involving the optimization of a stream of recurring problems. For example, in
Figure 4, which shows the best fitness value for each generation for both, full optimization and the proposed approach,
it is possible to observe that although the proposed technique resulted in less generations, the best recalled solutions
(square and triangle marks) are very close to those obtained by full optimization.
Simulations involving the use of previously learned GMMs as surrogates demonstrate that such memory of GMMs
allows not only avoiding re-optimization in situations involving recurring problems but also provides means of directing
the search process for not so similar problems. Such strategy allows formulating surrogate-based optimization as a
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Fig. 4: Tracking of best fitness for each generation using dataset OULU-1999-TRAIN.

machine learning problem. One of the major concerns in surrogate-based optimization is the cost associated with
probing the new environment during optimization. However, these simulation results demonstrate that it is possible to
learn such a memory of surrogates in a controlled (training) environment and then, deploy this memory of surrogates to
a production environment where the constraints on performance are higher. It is interesting to observe in the simulations
involving the use of surrogates that the decrease in the number of fitness evaluations was higher for the homogeneous
stream than for the heterogeneous stream (12.3% versus 3.4%). Considering that in both cases re-optimization has
been forcibly triggered for each image, the only possible explanation is that the train stream represents better the test
stream for the homogeneous stream than for the heterogeneous stream. These results suggest that the surrogate model
must be updated as optimization of new optimization problems takes place.
The trade-off between precision and computational burden is driven by (1) the number of times optimization is
triggered and (2) the speed up in convergence provided by the surrogates. Therefore it is possible to improve precision
by either employing a more restrictive decision threshold in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test employed on change detection
or by relying less on surrogate optimization (applying one round of surrogate optimization for every two iterations of
exact optimization, for example).
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Conclusion
A hybrid GMM/PSO dynamic optimization technique was proposed in this paper. The main objective of the

proposed approach is to tackle optimization of streams of recurring optimization problems. Such formulation of dynamic
optimization is applicable to many practical applications, mainly those related to optimizing heuristic parameters of
systems that process streamed data such as batch processing of images, video processing, incremental machine learning.
In the proposed technique, a two-level adaptive memory containing GMMs of solutions in the optimization space
and global best solutions is incrementally built. For each new problem instance, solutions are re-sampled from this
memory and employed as sentries in order to (1) measure the similarity between the new problem instance and previous
instances that had already resulted in optimization; (2) provide ready-to-use solutions for recurring problems, avoiding
an unnecessary re-optimization.
It is worth noticing that the proposed technique resulted in a decrease of 90.4% in computational burden (compared
to full optimization) with minimum impact on accuracy in an application involving a heterogeneous stream of document
images. Although these results are still preliminary, they are comparable to results obtained in a previous version of the
proposed approach already published, with the main difference that the experiments reported in this paper involved
a much more challenging database which results in more varied (noisy) optimization problems.
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Simulation results involving the use of the memory of GMMs as surrogates demonstrate that it is possible to use the
knowledge of previously seen problems as a mean of decreasing the computational cost of re-optimization in situations
where re-optimization cannot be avoided. Even though model update was not employed, the use of surrogates resulted
in a decrease of 3.4% in the number of fitness evaluations for a heterogeneous stream and 12.3% for an homogeneous
stream. To the best of our knowledge, such finding advances the state-of-the-art in the surrogate-based optimization
literature by separating surrogate learning (or modeling) which can be performed in a controlled environment from
prediction in a more constrained production environment. The superior performance for homogeneous database indicate
that model adaptation is an important issue for heterogeneous streams of optimization problems. This means that
in the same manner an adaptive memory is required to tackle recall of heterogeneous streams an adaptive surrogate
is required to tackle optimization in such scenario. As a future work we propose an evaluation in a larger stream
of document images and also in synthetic benchmark functions which could allow a better understanding of the
mechanisms behind the proposed approach. We also propose validating the proposed technique in other applications
where such stream of recurring optimization problems is applicable such as incremental learning, video processing.
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